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The Challenge

•3D imaging, such as through x-ray tomography is opening up fantastic
new possibilities for the study of mechanics across multiple scales,
including down to the scale of the controlling microstructures

•Acquiring time-lapse (4D) images during loading experiments can
provide even greater information on structural evolution and on the
processes underlying the observed (macroscopic) material response

•However each 3D data set is in general several Gb in size and multiple
images are acquired during each test, therefore large data volumes
must be handled

•Furthermore the image processing that can be carried out is becoming
ever more advanced to extract increasing detail on the mechanics, but
currently this takes significant time

•The result is that often much of the data are left unused



Objectives

•Present overview of some of the key aspects and issues to be
addressed in terms of image processing in the context of extracting
useful information for understanding the mechanics of materials from
time-lapse 3D imaging

•Illustration using a specific example concerning the study of the
micro-mechanics of sand (a natural granular material)



The data
The data for the example to be shown come
from the ESRF (synchrotron) and a laboratory
x-ray tomograph (3SR Grenoble, France)

…but in the future they could
be from MAXIV or the ESS



The data - x-ray tomography

http://serc.carleton.edu/research_education/geochemsheets/techniques/CT.html
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The data
50 000 grains of sand imaged by x-ray µ-tomography…
- ID15A ESRF
- 14 mm voxel size, sample: height = 22 mm, diameter = 11 mm, image about 800x800x1600 voxels

This is very pretty… but so what!
Challenge: to extract pertinent, quantified

information to elucidate mechanics



An example:
Assessing property and process

evolution in deforming sand
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Hall, S.A., Lenoir, N., Viggiani, G., Desrues, J., and Bésuelle P., 2009, Strain localisation in sand
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Proceedings of the 1st International Symposium on Computational Geomechanics (ComGeo)
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data, Geophysics, 71, O21–O31



•Fine-grained, angular siliceous sand
•Average grain diameter ! 280 µm

•Sample dimensions: Ø11 x h22 mm
•(about 800x800x1600 voxels ! 4 Gb)
•Total number of grains ! 50 000
!About 5500 voxels per grain
•7 data sets acquired through test
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In-situ testing and x-ray µ-tomography

(See Hall et al., [2010])

See Lenoir (2006) and Viggiani et al.
(2004) for experimental set-up
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Data were acquired at ID15A, ESRF
(but many more tests since run using a
lab facility (at lab 3SR in Grenoble))
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In-situ testing and x-ray µ-tomography

(See Hall et al., 2010)
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In-situ testing and x-ray µ-tomography

(See Hall et al., 2010)
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(See Hall et al., 2010)

Porosity - evolution

Image processing - base-level: Thresholding, binarisation and porosity

•Threshold image - binary image
•Box-counting at nodes in a 3D grid of black vs
white voxel numbers



!

Image segmentation ! grain identification

!

Individually identified
and labelled grains

Tomography
image



!

Image segmentation ! grain identification

!

Individually identified
and labelled grains

Tomography
image

Object morphology
•“ID Card” of each object’s (grain’s)
geometric character can be
determined after segmentation



!

Image segmentation ! grain identification + contacts

!

Individually identified
and labelled grains

Tomography
image
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(This is one possible approach) Hall et al. (2010b)



Contact analysis:

See Hall et al. (2010b)
Work is ongoing (4DQMPM & PhD E. Andò, Grenoble)
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(See Hall et al., 2010)

4D processing

•Multiple images through process
•Allows analysis of evolution of porosity, contacts… (N x)
•Also allows comparative analysis, e.g., strain field measurements…



(code “TomoWarp ”)

3D-volumetric digital image correlation

3D search 3D for
displacement vector
based on best image
correlation (integer
voxel shifts)

Sub-voxel
refinement of
displacement
vectors

Vector displacement field

Continuum

hypothesis

Full 3D strain tensor field
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Strain invariants
- volumetric and shear strains 

X-ray tomography
image volume
before loading

X-ray tomography
image volume
after loading

(See Hall (2006, Geophysics) and Hall et al., (2009, ComGeo))



Strain fields
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(See Hall et al., [2010])



Grain-focussed (“Discrete”) 3D DIC 

"“Classic” DIC
! initial estimate of
[dx,dy,dz] for each grain

#Image segmentation
$ grain-mask to define
grain-shape correlation
domains (3 voxels expansion
to capture grain boundary)

Discrete DIC
   - “Grain shape” correlation domain centred on each grain (from #)
   - Initial estimate of displacements from classic DIC results (from ")

%
sub-voxel refinement

(6 parameters: 3 displ. + 3 rotations)
%

full grain kinematics for each grain
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(See Hall et al., [2010])



Porosity
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(See Hall et al., [2010])



The e-science challenges

•Large data volumes - 8-12 Gb per reconstructed 3D image common
(even more pre-reconstruction)

•Multiple data volumes - increasing number of images per test (almost
20 in recent tests and others have often acquired more)

•Data storage, transfer and access issues
•Often significant bottle-neck to processing (loading volumes can
take much longer than running the processing)
•In addition have multiple results volumes to store/access/visualise

•Push to extract increasing amount of information from increasing
amount of data

•Requires fast, efficient algorithms
•optimisation
•parallelisation

•Useable algorithms
•Including portability



The e-science challenges

Parallelisation - reconstruction
•Tomographic reconstruction can be vastly accelerated by GPU
processing:

•Implemented in a number of softwares

•e.g., the free ASTRA toolbox

•Vision Lab, Department of Physics, University of Antwerp:
http://www.visielab.ua.ac.be/news/astra-toolbox-released

•Permits faster processing AND more developed algorithms that
were previously neglected due to the time required to run the
processing

•Standard 3D reconstruction now takes minutes instead of
hours (depending on the GPU capabilities and data volume,
could be seconds)



The e-science challenges

Parallelisation - image analysis
•Current codes are being run in series on single CPUs, but are
highly parallelisable as often just the same process run for IxJxK
analysis points in a grid

•Example: 3D-DIC algorithm
Calculation of correlation coefficient for all points in a 3D analysis grid over
small image volumes (correlation windows) for test 3D displacements over 3D
search windows

# Move analysis point through volume
for i=1:I
 for j=1:J
  for k=1:K
    # Move analysis window through search window
     for l=1:L
      for m=1:M
       for n=1:N
         #calculate correlation coefficient over correlation window
          for o=1:O
           for p=1:P
            for q=1:Q
             summations over o, p, q



The e-science challenges

Parallelisation - image analysis
•Current codes are being run in series on single CPUs, but are
highly parallelisable as often just the same process run for IxJxK
analysis points in a grid

•For DIC example have
IxJxKxLxMxNxOxPxQ calculations

I, J, K have dimensions of the image ÷ grid-dimension (usually about 80-100)
L, M, N have dimensions of order 5, but could be up to 20
O, P, Q have dimensions of order 10-20 (depending on image quality)

•Increasing I, J, K increases the resolution of the analysis (to a
point), but for much increased computation time
•decreasing O, P, Q increases resolution (again to a point)
reduces compute time

•Example: high resolution calculations for the sand example
could take 10-14 days at 100% CPU on a top end (2010)
“desktop” processor



The e-science challenges

Parallelisation - image analysis
•Current codes are being run in series on single CPUs, but are
highly parallelisable as often just the same process run for IxJxK
analysis points in a grid

•Analysis of each of the (i,j,k) nodes is independent, therefore
simple to distribute (probably not worth descending below this)

•Example of GPU implementation (initial, simple tests, in C)
•data dimensions: 900 x 900 x 900
•analysis grid spacing: 20 voxels in each direction

•91125 analysis points
•Search window: 37 x 35 x 67

== About 8x109 correlation coefficients to calculate
•Correlation window: 11 x 11 x 11

•4 days on single CPU
•Accelerated to about 25 minutes with GPU (NVIDIA Tesla
GPU 2010) - gain of about 230
(distribution at (i,j,k) node level)



The e-science challenges

Optimisation - image analysis
•Example: 3D-DIC algorithm

Calculation of correlation coefficient for all points in a 3D analysis grid over
small image volumes (correlation windows) for test 3D displacements over 3D
search windows

# Move analysis point through volume
for i=1:I
 for j=1:J
  for k=1:K
    # Move analysis window through search window
     for l=1:L
      for m=1:M
       for n=1:N
         #calculate correlation coefficient over correlation window
          for o=1:O
           for p=1:P
            for q=1:Q
             summations over o, p, q

•Correlation calculation (last loop) can be accelerated using
optimised matrix/array mathematics methods

•e.g., in Python-NumPy (NdImage)



The e-science challenges

Usability - image analysis
•Current codes written in C

•Could be optimised and amenable to parallel processing
•But does not lend itself to development, except by experienced
programmers

•Python/NumPy?
•Very accessible syntax

•But often slow since not pre-compiled
-Overcome by vast library of or precompiled routines

•Easy and fast data I/O
•Adapted to image processing (many libraries developed and ND
array processing is inherent in much of NumPy)
•Parallelisation? - being investigated
•Aim to work with existing libraries and not re-write (if possible)
•CPU parallelisation relatively “easy”, but many different options
•GPU paralellisation, to be looked into

•Portability - python is platform independent



Summary and perspectives
X-ray microtomography, and other imaging methods are
enabling massive advances in experimental mechanics
analysis…

…however with this comes some e-science challenges:
•Massive increase in data to be acquired, stored and analysed
•Processing from raw data through to analysed (mechanically
useful) results must be fast and efficient or else data are likely
wasted (not analysed)
•Analysis routines should be accessible and portable

•Many image processing algorithms are highly repetitive and thus
parallelisable either on CPUs on GPUs

•Python is the current choice of development language for the
ease of development, portability, extensive optimised image and
array processing libraries plus parallelisation possibilities

•Any advice is welcome!



Summary and perspectives
ESS and MAXIV are just around the corner, and both will
(hopefully) provide cutting-edge imaging capabilities…
… and the associated data challenges

… we aim to have tools in place before the data start pouring in!


